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BOOK I:
What is the basic situation of each of the main characters—Odysseus, Telémakhos, Penélopê—at
the opening of The Odyssey, and how does Homer present it to us? How long has Odysseus been
absent from Ithaka? Who is Athena? Why does she appear disguised? What song does the minstrel
Phêmios sing, and why does Penélopê object to his song? What do the suitors seek? How does
Telémakhos react?
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BOOK IX:
Why does Odysseus begin to tell of his travels? Where does he begin his story? What are the
attractions of the land of the Lotos Eaters? Why does Odysseus wish to explore the cave of the
Kyklops Polyphêmos? What is human and what is inhuman about Polyphêmos? Describe the
multiple ways Odysseus tricks Polyphêmos. Why does Odysseus eventually tell Polyphêmos his
name, and what immediate consequences does this have?

BOOK X:
Who is Aiolos? Why do Odysseus’ companions disobey their captain and open the bag given him
by the god of the winds? What results? Contrast the episode of the Laistrygonês with that of the
Kyklopês. Who is Kirkê? What happens to the first expeditionary force to explore Aiaia? Why does
Odysseus have trouble convincing his men to help him rescue their captive comrades? How does
Odysseus master Kirkê? What information or advice does Kirkê provide Odysseus?

BOOK XI:
How does Odysseus summon the souls or shades of the dead to speak to him? What does
Odysseus learn from the prophet Teirêsias? What does he learn from his mother? Describe the
exchanges Odysseus has with his former comrades-in-arms at Troy. What is the particular message
to be drawn from the speech of Agamémnon’s shade? From Akhilleus’? How does Aîas’ ghost
respond to Odysseus’ appeal for reconciliation?

BOOK XII:
How does Odysseus manage to hear the song of the Seirênês without risking shipwreck? What
does the proverbial expression “choose between Skylla and Kharybdis” mean, and how is this
meaning brought about in The Odyssey? How does Odysseus handle the choice? What risk does
Odysseus see even before he and his men land on the island of Hêlios’ cattle? How does he seek
to prevent catastrophe, and why and how is he foiled? How does Odysseus end his narrative?

BOOK XVI:
What are Odysseus’ first words to Telémakhos, and what is their purpose? What special part does
Athena play in the recognition of Odysseus by Telémakhos? Does Telémakhos recognize
Odysseus at once? Why, or why not? What finally convinces Telémakhos that his father has



returned and stands before him? How do the suitors react to the news of Telémakhos’ return to
Ithaka?

BOOK XVII:
What information about Odysseus’ whereabouts does Telémakhos choose to tell Penélopê, and
what does he conceal? Why? What does Theokl´ymenos contribute to the interview with
Penélopê? Whom does Odysseus meet as he allows Eumaios to guide him to town? What emerges
from this meeting? Describe Odysseus’ recognition by Argos, and Odysseus’ reactions. How is
Odysseus in beggar’s disguise received by the suitors? Why does Penélopê ask to speak with
the “beggar”?

BOOK XXI:
What is special about the bow Penélopê brings out for the contest? What must a contestant do to
win the contest? Who first tries to string the bow, and nearly succeeds? How do the suitors try to
make the task of stringing the bow easier? To whom does Odysseus now reveal his identity, and
why? How do the suitors react to the “beggar’s” proposal that he try the bow after all the others
have failed? Who insists that he be given a chance, and why? Why does Telémakhos so firmly
order his mother out of the hall? Describe the swift series of events with which this book ends.

BOOK XXII:
What is Odysseus’ first target in this book, and why? What is the suitors’ reaction? When does
Odysseus explicitly reveal his true identity? What ensues? Who are Odysseus’ assistants? What
unexpected development nearly upsets Odysseus’ careful strategy? What role does Athena play?
Who begs for mercy and is denied? Who begs for mercy and has it granted? What does Odysseus
tell Telémakhos to do with the serving girls? What is in fact the fate of the serving girls?

BOOK XXIII:
What is Penélopê’s initial reaction to the nurse’s news of Odysseus’ return? What other
explanation does Penélopê have for the massacre of the suitors? What other concerns does
Odysseus still have? What so angers Odysseus about Penélopê’s suggestion that his bed be moved
outside the bedchamber for him to sleep on? Why must Odysseus travel yet again? How will
Odysseus regain the wealth consumed by the suitors?

BOOK XXIV:
How does Homer round out his account of the suitors’ fate? What is the theme of the interchange
between Akhilleus and Agamémnon, and why might it be fitting for the final book of the epic?
How accurate is Amphímedon’s account of the causes of his and the other suitors’ deaths? What is
the situation of Laërtês, Odysseus’ father, when Odysseus comes upon him? What is the subject
of the assembly called hastily in Ithaka, and what is its outcome? What roles does Athena play in
effecting the final resolution of the book? What does Zeus decree, and how does it come about?
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